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Summary
The purpose of this report is to provide a detailed planning assessment of Planning Permit Application No.
PA1600102 for 383 La Trobe Street, Melbourne. This report is provided by the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning (the Department) to the Minister for Planning to assist in considering and
determining the planning permit application.
Under the Schedule to Clause 61.01 of the Melbourne Planning Scheme (the Scheme), the Minister for
Planning is the responsible authority for applications with a gross floor area (GFA) exceeding 25,000m2. The
proposed development has a GFA of 94,452m2 and accordingly the Minister for Planning is the responsible
authority for the permit application.
A planning permit application has been submitted to demolish the existing building and construct a mixeduse, multi-storey building consisting of residential uses (dwellings and hotel rooms), retail uses, publicly
accessible art facilities and public realm works. Key issues associated with the proposed development
include the public benefit secured as a result of the floor area uplift, the design response to the site context
and surrounding area, and the built form including building height and setbacks.
The Office of the Victorian Government Architect, the Department’s Urban Design Unit, Public Transport
Victoria and Melbourne City Council support the planning permit application subject to conditions.
The proposed development is considered responsive to its context and on balance, should be supported
with conditions. The proposal complies with State and Local Planning Policies, including specific planning
controls which affect the site and is therefore considered to respond to the existing and evolving built form
context of the area.

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Minister for Planning approve the planning permit application and grant a
planning permit, subject to conditions.

Application details summary
Key elements

Details

Land

383 La Trobe Street, Melbourne (Land in Plan of Consolidation 161212M)

Proposal

Development of the land for the demolition of the existing building and the
construction of a multi-storey building, consisting of:
− Dwellings – 488 dwellings (30% one bedroom, 56% two bedroom, 14%
three+ bedroom dwellings)
− Hotel – 196 hotel rooms
− Commercial uses – 2,483m2
− The Arcade – 494m2
− The Laneway – 294m2
− The Gallery – 294m2

Date lodged

18 May 2016
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Key elements

Details

Planning controls

− Clause 37.04 – Capital City Zone (Schedule 1 – Outside the Retail Core)
− Clause 43.02 – Design and Development Overlay (Schedule 1 – Active Street
Frontages, Area 2)
− Clause 43.02 – Design and Development Overlay (Schedule 10 – Built Form
Controls)
− Clause 45.09 – Parking Overlay (Schedule 1 – Capital City Zone – Outside the
Retail Core)

Why is a
required?

permit

− A permit is required to demolish a building pursuant to the CCZ1.
− A permit is required to construct a building or construct or carry out works,
and to construct any part of a building exceeding a height of 40m within
10m of a road frontage, pursuant to the CCZ1 and DDO1 (at ground level).

Height Procedures for
Aircraft Navigational
Services – Aircraft
Operations
Surface
(PANS-OPS)

The proposed building is located within the outer horizontal surface of the
Essendon Airport OLS. The elevation of the outer horizontal surface is defined
as 228.5m AHD by Essendon Airport. The proposed building will permanently
penetrate the Essendon Airport OLS outer horizontal surface by 38.50m.
Approval was granted on 22 September 2016 to penetrate the OLS to 267 AHD.
The Essendon Airport Existing PANS-OPS Critical Surfaces plan indicates that the
elevation of the most critical PANS-OPS surface over the site is 275m AHD or
greater. The building at a proposed maximum elevation of 267.0m AHD is
therefore not expected to impact on PANS-OPS airspace.

Height

70 storeys (242.5m above ground level) or 267.0 AHD

Gross Floor Area

94,452m2

Floor area ratio

29:1 (82,935m2 GFA / 2,850m2 total site area) (GFA is above-ground total,
excluding basement areas)

Tower setbacks

North (La Trobe Street): 5m
East: 12.15m (5% of overall building height)
West: 12.15m (5% of overall building height)
South: 12.15m from western end of title, then centreline of Sampson Lane (also
5% of overall building height)

Car
parking
bicycle facilities

and 281 car parking spaces (hotel = 14 spaces, dwellings = 267 spaces)
208 bicycle parking spaces
20 motorcycle parking spaces

Development value

$285 million

Applicant / Developer

Sterling Global Pty Ltd

Public Notification

The application is exempt from the notice and review provisions of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987.
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Figure 1 – Subject site and surrounds

Figure 2 – Perspective view of proposal
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Background

The planning permit application was submitted to the Minister for Planning on 18 May 2016. Further
information was requested on 3 June 2016, and a response to the further information request was received
on 14 July 2016.
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Site and Surrounds
Subject Site
The subject site is located on the southern side of La Trobe Street, between Queen Street to the east and
William Street to the west, in Melbourne. The site has a frontage to La Trobe Street of 60.36m and an
average depth of 46.76m, yielding an overall site area of approximately 2,850m2. The site has a fall from
west to east of approximately 2.5m. The rear (southern) boundary of the site has an interface to Sampson
Lane, a ‘Class 3’ laneway which is currently closed off as part of the operations of Victoria University.
Sampson Lane connects to Little Lonsdale Street to the south. The land is formally described as Land in Plan
of Consolidation CP161212. There is one caveat and one Section 173 agreement registered on the title. The
caveat pertains to a land transfer, while the Section 173 agreement relates to management of the
commercial car park currently on the land.
Figure 3 – Map of subject site

The subject site is currently developed with a five storey commercial building and car park known as the
Royal Mint Centre (refer to below image), presently occupied by Victoria Police.
Figure 4 – View of subject site looking south-east from La Trobe Street
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Surrounding Area
The land surrounding the subject site can be described as follows:
•

To the immediate east of the subject site is Republic Tower, a 36 storey residential building at 365
La Trobe Street (on the corner of Queen Street). The building contains 87 apartments and 140 car
parking spaces, above ground level retail and a 5 storey podium.

•

To the immediate west of the subject site is the heritage-listed former Royal Mint and current
Hellenic Museum, and a large car park. The brick and bluestone Royal Mint Wall adjoins the
western boundary of the subject site.

•

To the immediate south of the subject site at 380 Little Lonsdale Street is the recently completed
36 storey La Banque apartment tower containing 257 apartments above ground level retail. To the
east of La Banque is the former Women’s Clinic at 364-372 Little Lonsdale Street which obtained a
planning permit issued by the Minister for Planning on 2 July 2013 to construct a 30 storey tower
servicing the expanding Victoria University law campus. This application also approved the
realignment of Sampson Lane. Victoria University also occupies the heritage listed former State
Records Office at 287-297 Queen Street further east of the development site (at the intersection of
Queen and Little Lonsdale Streets).

•

To the north of the subject site (across La Trobe Street) is a 22 storey office building. La Trobe
Street more broadly is developed with commercial and residential buildings ranging in size from
low-rise to high-rise. Further west on the northern side of the road is Flagstaff Gardens,
commencing at the intersection of William Street.

Figure 5 – Proposed development and surrounding height context
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Proposal
The planning permit application is for development of the land for the full demolition of the existing
building, and construction of a multi-storey building.
Details of the application are as follows:
•

Construction of a residential tower of 70 storeys (plus six levels of basement), consisting of a five
storey podium and a 65 storey tower above. The building would have a total height of 242.5m
(267.0 AHD).

•

The basement levels contain car, bicycle and motorcycle parking spaces, storage cages, building
services, loading areas, waste storage rooms, and communal residential facilities (cinema and
lounge within basement level B00).

•

The ground level contains a residential lobby, hotel boutique and reception, retail uses, and a
vehicle accessway (towards the east of the La Trobe Street frontage) surrounding the central Video
Art Arcade, which extends south to the Victoria University site. The central Arcade is framed by a
series of curated and connected video art displays and connects to the Laneway, which contains a
public book exchange library. The Gallery is also located at ground level, providing a multi-purpose
retail premises with a reveal to the Royal Mint heritage wall. The Arcade and Laneway will provide
public access 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Access through to Queen Street and Little
Lonsdale Street will be provided in the future via easements on the Victoria University sites to the
south and east.

•

The podium levels contain restaurant and retail mezzanines, communal residential and hotel
facilities (including a day nursery, shared co-working spaces, conference and function rooms, and a
day spa), a bar and restaurant, and back of house services. The podium rooftop contains additional
communal residential facilities including multi-purpose rooms, the Sky Lobby, pool, and landscaped
external terraces.

•

The tower levels provide hotel rooms at level 7-17, communal residential open space on
landscaped terraces on levels 18 and 49, and dwellings and plant on all other levels.

•

A total of 1,130m2 of outdoor communal open space is provided across levels 6, 18, and 49.

•

A total of 1,516m2 of indoor communal residential amenities are provided within the basement,
ground level, levels 1-2, 6, and 49.

•

A total of 196 hotel rooms and 488 apartments are proposed, including:
o

145 one bedroom apartments (30%);

o

272 two bedroom apartments (56%); and

o

71 three or more bedroom apartments (14%).

•

A total of 2,483m2 of commercial floor area will be provided throughout the development,
consisting of retail and restaurant spaces at the ground and podium levels.

•

The proposal incorporates 281 car parking spaces, 14 for hotel guests and 267 for residents, 20
motorcycle parking spaces and 208 bicycle parking spaces.

•

The proposed development incorporates a number of environmentally sustainable design (ESD)
features, including measures to achieve a 4 Star Green Star rating (with potential to reach 5 star
through design development).
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Figure 6 – Perspective of proposed podium as viewed from La Trobe Street

The planning permit application was accompanied by a number of supporting assessment reports and
documents, as follows:
•

Architectural plans, elevations and sections (Revision 01) – Ateliers Jean Nouvel and Architectus, 11
July 2016

•

Development Application – Ateliers Jean Nouvel and Architectus, May 2016

•

Place Making Vision – Village Well, April 2016

•

Traffic Engineering Assessment – Cardno, May 2016

•

Environmental Wind Assessment – MEL, April 2016

•

Environmentally Sustainable Design Statement – ARUP, May 2016

•

WSUD Advice Letter – MA Civil Design, 18 April 2016

•

Desktop Microclimate Study – ARUP, 27 April 2016

•

Waste Management Plan – ARUP, April 2016

•

Acoustic Report – ARUP, April 2016
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Planning Policies and Controls
State Planning Policy Framework
The Stage Planning Policy Framework (SPPF) provides the broad policy direction within the Victoria
Planning Provisions. The planning principles established by the SPPF guide decision making for planning
applications across Victoria. The following policies of the SPPF are considered relevant to this planning
permit application:
•

Clause 9 – Plan Melbourne

•

Clause 11 – Settlement

•

Clause 15 – Built Environment and Heritage

•

Clause 16 – Housing

•

Clause 17 – Economic Development

•

Clause 18 – Transport

•

Clause 19 – Infrastructure

Broadly, the above policies encourage appropriate land use and development which enhances the built
environment; encourages urban development in identified growth areas; supports economic growth;
delivers well-located, affordable and diverse housing opportunities to meet identified future needs; and
integrates land use, transport and infrastructure planning in the delivery of new development.

Local Planning Policy Framework
The Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) and Local Planning Policies (LPP) form the Local Planning Policy
Framework (LPPF) of the Melbourne Planning Scheme (the Scheme). The LPPF outlines the specific vision,
goals, objectives, strategies and implementation plans for the municipality, including seven themes relating
to settlement; environment and landscape values; building environment and heritage; housing; economic
development; transport; and infrastructure. The subject site is located within the Hoddle Grid as identified
at Clause 21.12 of the Scheme.
The following local planning policies are relevant to the proposed development:
•

Clause 22.01 – Urban Design within the Capital City Zone

•

Clause 22.02 – Sunlight to Public Spaces

•

Clause 22.19 – Energy, Water and Waste Efficiency

•

Clause 22.20 – CBD Lanes

•

Clause 22.23 – Stormwater Management (Water Sensitive Urban Design)

The above policies encourage high quality urban design and public realm outcomes, and seek to ensure
that development achieves environmental sustainability objectives.

Statutory Controls
The following planning controls apply to the subject site. Planning permit triggers and relevant
requirements are described in detail below:
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Planning Control

Permit / Application Requirement(s) / Decision Guidelines

Clause 37.04 – Capital City A permit is required to demolish or remove a building.
Zone (Schedule 1 – Outside A permit is required to construct a building or construct or carry out
the Retail Core)
works, including any part of a building within 10m of a road frontage.
A permit is not required for use of land for accommodation (dwellings
and residential hotel) or retail premises.
An application to demolish a building, and to construct a building or
construct or carry out works, is exempt from the notice and review
requirements of the Act.
Clause 43.02 – Design and A permit is required for buildings and works at ground level.
Development
Overlay
(Schedule 1 – Active Street
Frontages, Area 2)
Clause 43.02 – Design and
Development
Overlay
(Schedule 10 – Built Form
Controls)

A permit cannot be granted for buildings and works which exceed the
requirements of Table 1 to DDO10.
A permit can be granted for buildings and works which exceed the site
plot ratio specified at Table 2 to DDO10 (24:1) if the proposal achieves
the Design Outcomes and Built Form Outcomes of the schedule and will
deliver a specific public amenity improvement, as agreed to by the
responsible authority.
As the proposal seeks a plot ratio of 29:1, a permit is required.

Clause 45.09 – Parking Overlay The provisions of Schedule 1 to the Parking Overlay specify that a total of
(Schedule 1 – Capital City Zone 488 spaces may be provided for the dwellings, plus 25 spaces for the
– Outside the Retail Core)
remaining non-dwelling uses (5,059m2).
A total of 281 car parking spaces will be provided on-site, which does not
exceed the requirements of PO1. Accordingly, no permit is required.

Particular Provisions

Permit / Application Requirement(s) / Decision Guidelines

Clause 52.06 – Car Parking

The proposed number of car parking spaces does not exceed the
maximum number allowed under the Parking Overlay.

Clause 52.07 – Loading and A loading bay is proposed to be provided which meets the requirements
of the Clause. No permit is required.
Unloading of Vehicles
Clause 52.34
Facilities

–

Bicycle Bicycle facilities are required at a rate of:
- One resident space to each five dwellings (98 spaces)
- One visitor space to each 10 dwellings (49 spaces)
- One employee space to each 300m2 of floor area for a retail premises (8
spaces)
The proposal will provide 208 bicycle parking spaces, and accordingly
satisfies the statutory requirement. No permit is required.
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Particular Provisions

Permit / Application Requirement(s) / Decision Guidelines

Clause 52.35 – Urban Context An application for a residential development of five or more storeys
Report and Design Response should be accompanied by an urban context report and a design
for Residential Development response.
of Five or more Storeys
Clause 52.36 – Integrated An application to construct a building including a residential
development of 60 or more dwellings must be referred to Public
Public Transport Planning
Transport Victoria.

General Provisions

Permit / Application Requirement(s) / Decision Guidelines

Clause 61 – Administration The schedule to Clause 61.01 indicates that the Minister for Planning is
and Enforcement of this the responsible authority for applications with a gross floor area (GFA)
Scheme
exceeding 25,000m2.
Clause
65
Guidelines

–

Decision Clause 65 specifies that before deciding on an application the
responsible authority must consider as appropriate a number of matters,
including Section 60 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987.

Clause 66 – Referral and Under Clause 66.03, an application must be referred to the person or
body specified as the referral authority (Public Transport Victoria).
Notice Provisions

Other Strategic Matters
Melbourne Planning Scheme Amendments C262 and C270
Amendment C262 to the Melbourne Planning Scheme was gazetted on 4 September 2015. The amendment
introduced changes to the CCZ1 by introducing mandatory controls to limit overshadowing to identified
public spaces and introduced wind analysis application requirements. Amendment C262 also introduced
DDO10 which prescribes mandatory podium height and setback requirements and discretionary site plot
ratio controls, as well as modifications to Clause 22.01 – Sunlight to Public Places policy.
The interim controls introduced as part of Amendment C262 have been extended until 31 December 2016.
The development was submitted after 4 September 2015 and therefore C262 is applicable to this
development.
A planning panel hearing for the proposed permanent controls developed under Amendment C270 was
conducted in July and August 2016. It is expected that the panel report will be received in October 2016.

Plan Melbourne
Plan Melbourne is referenced at Clause 9 and Clause 11.04 of the SPPF, and establishes a long-term plan to
accommodate Melbourne’s future growth in population and employment.
Two key directions of relevance are:
•

Key Direction 1.4 – Outlines the plan for the expanded central city to become Australia’s largest
commercial and residential centre by 2040.

•

Key Direction 2.2 – Outlines the requirement to reduce the cost of living by increasing housing
supply close to services and public transport.
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Plan Melbourne identifies the Hoddle Grid as an existing area within the expanded central region. This
central sub region has a target to accommodate one million jobs and one million people. The Central
subregion has the potential to grow from 700,000 jobs today to close to one million by 2031 and well
beyond this by 2050 (Initiatives 1.4.1 to 1.4.2).

Guidelines for Higher Density Residential Development
The Guidelines for Higher Density Residential Development (Department of Sustainability and Environment,
2004) are referenced at Clause 15.01-2 of the Scheme and are a relevant consideration for this application.
Key themes of the guidelines relate to:
•

Urban context, including neighbourhood character, strategic context and design response;

•

Building envelope, including height and massing, street setbacks, relationship to adjoining
buildings, views to and from residential units, wind protection, and roof forms;

•

Street pattern and street-edge quality, including building entries and front fences;

•

Circulation and services, including parking layout, circulation spaces and site services;

•

Building layout and design, including dwelling diversity and design detail; and

•

Open space and landscape design, including public, private, and communal open space.

Better Apartments Draft Design Standards
The Better Apartments Draft Design Standards were released in August 2016 as a joint initiative of the
Department and the Office of the Victoria Government Architect. The draft standards were developed
following the May 2015 release of Better Apartments – A Discussion Paper. The final design standards will
be introduced later in 2016.
The draft standards include requirements relating to building setbacks, light wells, room depth, windows,
storage, noise impacts, energy efficiency, solar access to communal outdoor open space, natural
ventilation, private open space, communal open space, landscaping, accessibility, dwelling entry and
internal circulation, waste, and water management.
Once finalised, the design standards will replace the Guidelines for Higher Density Residential Development.
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Processing
Notification
The application is exempt from the notice and review requirements of the Act, and accordingly notice to
surrounding land owners and occupiers was not required to be given.

Referrals
The application was referred to the following relevant agencies and departments:

Melbourne City Council
The application was referred to the Melbourne City Council under Section 55 of the Act on 6 June 2016, and
the application was considered at Council’s Future Melbourne Committee on 20 September 2016.
The Future Melbourne Committee resolved that the Council supports the proposed development subject to
the conditions outlined in the delegate report. These conditions relate to the following matters:
•

Additional justification for the removal/relocation of a street tree.

•

Details showing how the pedestrian connections would work in the event that the site to the south
is not developed in advance of construction of 383 La Trobe Street.

•

Details of the management and curation of the ground plane spaces and proposed art installation.

•

Standard permit matters.

Public Transport Victoria
The application was referred to Public Transport Victoria under Section 55 of the Act on 6 June 2016. PTV
does not object to the application subject to conditions relating to provision of ‘left in, left out’ access to
the building, and detailed construction management issues associated with the future relocation/upgrade
of the La Trobe Street/Queen Street tram stops and the Melbourne Underground Rail Loop.

DELWP Urban Design
The planning permit application was informally referred to the Department’s Urban Design Team on 6 June
2016 and again on 5 August 2016 following the submission of further information.
The advice provided was generally supportive of the proposal but noted several concerns, as follows:
•

Resolution of the relationship between the podium and the heritage wall of the Mint car park site to
the west, including lowering of the podium height or a cut-out adjacent to the wall, or stronger
vertical referencing of the wall height datum within the podium façade;

•

Securing appropriate access over the rear of the properties at 364 & 372 Little Lonsdale Street and
295 Queen Street to ensure the delivery of the east-west link;

•

Confirmation from the relevant aviation authority to allow the building which is proposed to project
approximately 41 metres into the OLS;

•

Detailed plans seeking details regarding the resolution of the vehicular entrance (to lessen its
dominance) and services (to encourage its integration into the facade) to La Trobe Street and the
video art proposed within the north-south through-block link;
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•

Ensuring that appropriate wind mitigation measures are integrated within the development in
particular the screens within the north-south through-block link and appropriate canopy treatment
to the terraces to reduce the proposed waterfront conditions proposed on terraces at Levels 6, 18,
49 and 65;

•

Façade strategy condition to secure the quality of the proposal; and

•

Removal of any street trees will only be permitted with Council’s consent.
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Assessment
Consistency with Planning Policy
The proposed development is considered to be generally consistent with the strategic planning vision for
the Melbourne CBD, and achieves state and local planning policy objectives as follows:

State Planning Policy Framework
•

Providing a diversity of housing typologies in a higher density residential development with
excellent access to services and infrastructure.

•

Achieving a high level of architectural quality and residential amenity and responding to the site’s
context in an area where taller built form is envisaged.

•

Delivering public realm benefits including a through-block link which will eventually connect
through to Queen and Little Lonsdale Streets.

•

Encouraging alternative and sustainable modes of transport by incorporating a relatively low
number of car parking spaces and adequate bicycle parking facilities.

•

Supporting economic development by providing opportunities for commercial, accommodation and
hospitality enterprises within the building, and by catalysing investment in the area.

Local Planning Policy Framework
•

Contributing to a diversity of housing options (including three-bedroom dwellings) within the
Hoddle Grid to accommodate a diverse population.

•

Appropriately responding to human scale through ground level activation on La Trobe Street and
provision of a high quality through-block link which is well activated as a Video Art Arcade, and
connects through to a highly activated laneway incorporating a public library and retail uses. The
development will provide a safe and engaging pedestrian experience.

•

Providing a high level of resident amenity including on-site communal open space (1.7m2 / dwelling
or hotel room), a generous allocation of residential facilities (2.3m2 / dwelling or hotel room), and
good internal apartment amenity, supported by existing transport connections.

•

Contributing to environmental sustainability objectives by incorporating ESD initiatives within the
development.

Land use
The proposal includes accommodation (dwelling and residential hotel) and retail premises land uses, both
of which are Section 1 ‘permit not required’ uses under the provisions of the CCZ1. Accordingly, both uses
are supported, subject to a restriction on the retail premises land use to exclude adult sex bookshop,
department store, hotel, supermarket, and tavern, consistent with the CCZ1 (which specifies that these
sub-set retail uses require a planning permit).

Demolition
The proposal includes demolition of the existing building located on the subject site. Clause 4.0 of the CCZ1
outlines that before deciding on an application to demolish or remove a building, the responsible authority
may require an agreement between the landowner and the responsible authority pursuant to Section 173
of the Act requiring, as appropriate:
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•

Temporary works on the vacant site should it remain vacant for 6 months following completion of
the demolition.

•

Temporary works on the vacant site where demolition or construction activity has ceased for 6
months, or an aggregate of 6 months, after commencement of the construction.

These requirements will be addressed by way of standard permit conditions.

Design and Built Form
The performance measures and design guidelines contained within Clause 22.01 (Urban Design within the
Capital City Zone), the Guidelines for Higher Density Residential Development, the Capital City Zone (CCZ1),
and the applicable Design and Development Overlays (DDO1 and DDO10) establish performance
benchmarks and objectives to achieve highly resolved, well-designed development. Key themes of scale
and built form, street level frontages and building facades, street edge quality, internal amenity,
connectivity, landscaping, and safety in public places are common threads through these planning
provisions, and provide the framework for the following assessment.

Design, height, setbacks, scale and massing
The proposed development will be a landmark building, providing a unique and innovative architectural
statement that will contribute positively to the city skyline. Furthermore, it is considered that the proposal
delivers considerable public amenity improvements and makes a significant contribution to the surrounding
precinct, both architecturally and functionally. DDO10 outlines specific requirements and design objectives
in relation to height, setbacks and plot ratio. An assessment of the proposal against the requirements of
Table 1 and Table 2 to DDO10 is provided as follows:
Built Form

Requirement

Design response

Podium height

Up to 40m

The podium has a height of Complies.
25.5m (5 storeys), plus an
architectural feature around the
perimeter of the podium with a
height of 7.5m.

Street setbacks

Above the podium height, The tower is setback 5m from La Complies.
towers are setback a Trobe Street.
minimum of 5m to the street

Tower setbacks to A minimum tower setback
all
boundaries from all boundaries and
from the centre of the
excluding streets
(Buildings in excess laneway above the podium
height of 5% of the overall
of 100m in height)
building height
Site plot ratio

24:1

The tower is setback as follows:

Complies.

- South: 12.15m
- East: 12.15m
- West: 12.15m
5% of the overall building height
is 12.13m.
29:1
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Compliance

Variation
required.

As demonstrated in the above table, the podium height and tower setbacks complies with the
requirements of the built form controls, and are therefore considered to meet the objectives of DDO10.
The proposed development provides a genuine podium and tower configuration, with a defined podium of
28.5m (five storeys) which is well below the maximum 40m podium height specified in the DDO and is
consistent with the height of existing five storey commercial building on the site. Although the screen
around the podium has an additional 7.5m height, this structure is not solid and will allow views through to
the landscaped podium rooftop. If the screen were to be considered as part of the podium proper, the
additional 7.5m height would result in an overall height of 36m which still complies with the requirements
of the DDO. The podium and tower are both aligned to La Trobe Street, and the podium will significantly
improve the street level activation, engagement and amenity when compared to the existing building. A
high quality design response is evident in the proposed land uses and increased ground plane activation
resulting from the central arcade and the rear laneway.
Figure 7 – Interface between podium and adjacent heritage wall

The podium is proposed to be fully constructed to the eastern side boundary, abutting the boundary of the
adjoining Republic Tower. To the west, the podium will be setback 0.8m from the heritage brick wall of the
former Royal Mint site, consistent with the existing building on the site. The podium will be set back 4.55m
(on average) from the southern boundary, allowing for the creation of a new public laneway and
connection through to the expanding Victoria University campus. Overall, these setbacks are considered to
be acceptable.
The podium openings to adjoining properties to the east and west, in addition to the podium rooftop, must
be screened to avoid overlooking into adjacent properties. This will be addressed by way of permit
conditions. Furthermore, the proposal will be required to stabilise and repair the adjoining section of the
heritage brick wall of the former Royal Mint site to the west. A permit condition will also address this.
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DELWP’s Urban Design Unit raised a concern regarding the podium’s interface to the former Royal Mint site
to the west, noting that:
The podium height is proposed to be taller than the dominant podium height of the streetscape. Both
Republic Tower and the Mint car park site include low podium forms … adjacent to the site which
emphasises the dominance of the podium proposed. It is recommended that the relationship between
the podium and the heritage wall be resolved which may include lowering of the podium height or a
cut-out adjacent to the wall, or stronger vertical referencing of the wall height datum within the
podium façade..
It is considered that the height of the podium is acceptable, as it will be only 2.5m higher than the existing
podium. However, given the likely ongoing exposure of the western façade of the podium – due to the
need to setback any future development on the former Royal Mint site from the wall – a permit condition
will address these concerns and will require the relationship between the podium and the heritage wall to
be resolved through a detailed design response.
The architectural feature around the perimeter of the tower, which consists of a 500mm deep frame
attached to the northern, eastern and western elevations commencing from level 7, successfully transitions
between the podium and the tower as an integral part of the overall architectural response, and adds visual
interest to the proposal.
Figure 8 – Top of podium and commencement of architectural feature

The tower will be setback 5m from La Trobe Street and 12.15m from the remaining site boundaries (east,
west and south), consistent with the requirements of DDO10. The 5m setback to La Trobe Street will ensure
that the tower does not overwhelm the surrounding streetscape and that the podium is maintained as the
dominant built form element when viewed from the street. The setbacks to the east, west and south are
considered to respond appropriately to the context of adjoining developments (both completed and
approved) to the east and south, while respecting the future development potential of the former Royal
Mint site to the west. While there is no commitment to a development proposal at present, it is noted that
the adjacent site to the west, which contains the former Royal Mint building and an associated car park, has
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sufficient space to accommodate a high-rise tower development. As the new podium to 383 La Trobe Street
is of similar scale and form to the existing building on the site, and the proposed tower is setback 12.15m
from the shared boundary, it is considered that there is no loss of development opportunity on the former
Royal Mint site.
The tower form is essentially a symmetrical rectilinear tower which is modulated and varied by four
horizontal ‘bands’ of landscaping and the grid-like architectural feature attached to the northern, eastern
and western facades. The below images portray the proposed tower design and articulation.
Figure 10 – Tower form

Figure 9 – Tower articulation (view from south-east)

Figure 11 – Tower crown (view from north-west)
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It is considered that the proposed kinetic façade is a high quality design response, and will create a
remarkable and unique landmark within the Melbourne skyline. Frames are clearly expressed all the way up
the tower, with the scale of the frames expressing the function behind: small openings in the podium public
levels protect and frame views; a more regular grid for the hotel clearly expresses each room; while the
frames within the upper levels of the tower are of a larger scale, making each apartment identifiable.
Each façade has one main colour, inspired by the identifiable colours of Melbourne: the eastern façade
reflects the golden palette of the morning sun; the northern La Trobe Street façade reflects the brickwork
of the former Royal Mint heritage wall and brickwork in the surrounding streetscape; and the western
façade reflects the green palette of Melbourne’s green spaces including Flagstaff Gardens. The southern
façade, oriented towards Port Phillip Bay, is expressed smoothly via patterned glazing reflecting the stained
glass references in Melbourne’s laneways.
DELWP’s Urban Design Unit commented that:
The sophistication of the façade detailing and articulation provided to the tower is commended. The
façade structure proposed provides a degree of articulation and depth to its reading within the
broader area and also provides a degree of screening to frame views away from its direct interfaces
to the east (Republic Tower) and potential future neighbour to the west. The interface to the south
also addresses any views to the proposed vertical campus for Victoria University at 364 & 372 Little
Lonsdale Street. The quality of the façade detailing is paramount to the proposal and a façade
strategy condition must secure this quality is delivered.
Melbourne City Council also noted that the quality of the building will rely on the proposed variation for
each façade and the quality of materials, finishes, detailing and execution. The Department agrees, and
permit conditions will require the preparation of a detailed façade strategy, and for Ateliers Jean Nouvel to
be retained as the architect until completion.
In relation to the building height, the proposal seeks a variation to the site plot ratio. A detailed assessment
of the proposal against the decision guidelines of DDO10 will be undertaken in the relevant section below.

Public benefit and plot ratio
The proposed plot ratio for the development is 29:1, which exceeds the 24:1 plot ratio introduced under
Amendment C262. The provisions of DDO10 state that:
A permit cannot be granted for buildings or which exceed the site plot ratio…unless it can be
demonstrated that the buildings and works will achieve the Design Objectives and Built Form
Outcomes of this schedule, any local planning policy requirements, and at least one of the following
requirements is met:
•

The development or proposed development is declared to be of State or regional significance
under section 201F of the Planning and Environment Act 1987,

•

The applicant demonstrates a commitment and ability to deliver public amenity improvements
as agreed to by the Responsible Authority and performance of which can be appropriately
secured to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

While public amenity improvements are not explicitly defined within C262, these are generally understood
to be improvements which deliver a public benefit as part of a development. The applicant has worked with
DELWP and Melbourne City Council to develop a sophisticated program of public amenity improvements,
assessed in detail below. The decision guidelines of DDO10 require the responsible authority to consider
the extent to which public amenity improvements deliver a public benefit relative to any increase in site plot
ratio above 24:1. While consideration has been given to the specific metrics outlined in the draft controls
proposed under Amendment C270, this has been used as a guide only, and the assessment instead focuses
on the current planning framework.
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Overall, it is considered that the proposed public amenity improvements are appropriate and justify the
increase in plot ratio from 24:1 to 29:1 (an overall increase in GFA of 14,535m2). Given the extent of public
spaces created (including 30% of the site area at ground floor) and the considerable value of a throughblock link in this location, the public benefits of the additional plot ratio will substantially realised, subject
to conditions relating to ongoing public access and management (discussed below).
Video Art Arcade
The arcade is a central feature of the ground level and provides a publicly accessible through-block link
from La Trobe Street to the south, connecting through to the laneway (and eventually Little Lonsdale Street
and Queen Street). The total area of the arcade is 494m2. The arcade is proposed to be a curated space,
with digital screens displaying video and still art located throughout the walls and ceiling of the arcade,
visible from external and internal points. The arcade has staggered heights of between 16m and 32m, and
will be a visually striking and engaging space. The arcade also provides spaces to stop and rest.
DELWP’s Urban Design Unit commented that:
The proposed through-block link north-south on site is enclosed and is generous in width and height.
… The detailed resolution of the space, including the use of the video art requires further
consideration and should be subject to further review. It is noted that this should also detail the
proposed wind barriers within this link.
The wind mitigation strategies will be discussed below. Overall, the through-block link and art installation
proposed as part of the arcade are considered to be a significant public amenity improvement. The arcade
will connect La Trobe Street to the south, opening up the block to pedestrian movement, and will create an
exciting and innovative destination for the precinct. However, it is considered that the success of this space
depends on its details and execution. Accordingly, a permit condition will require the preparation of an
operational management plan for the arcade under a legal condition to provide details of the operation,
management and curation of the space to ensure that this offering is of the highest quality and will provide
a true public benefit to the community.
Figure 12 – Video Art Arcade
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Figure 13 – Video Art Arcade perspectives

Laneway
The arcade leads to a new laneway extending along the southern edge of the building as an extension to
Guildford Lane, connecting to Queen Street to the east and Little Lonsdale Street to the south. The laneway
has an area of 294m2 and will be publicly accessible 24/7. The pedestrian journey through the site
transitions from the city scale of the arcade to the intimate pedestrian scale of the laneway. The laneway
incorporates a curated public book exchange framed by retail/restaurant spaces, which will provide a
variety of uses to create activity within the space and will create synergy with the adjoining Victoria
University legal campus.
The laneway is considered to be a valuable public amenity improvement for the block and the wider
precinct. However, as per the arcade, the success of this space will depend on the quality of the pedestrian
connections and an appropriate contingency in the event that the site to the south is not developed prior
to the proposal. A permit condition will require this. There is also potential for the laneway to extend west
into the former Royal Mint site in the future, to respond to any potential redevelopment of the adjacent
site. This is considered to be positive.
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Figure 14 – Laneway connection strategy

GUILDFORD LANE
EXTENSION

Figure 15 – Southern laneway showing public book exchange and restaurant space (heritage wall evident in background)
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Public realm
Clause 21.01 of the Scheme requires developments to contribute to a high quality public realm. As
discussed in the above public benefit assessment, the proposal allocates 30% of the site area to 24/7 public
access, consisting of the video art arcade and new laneway incorporating a public book exchange. The
proposal is therefore considered to make a substantial contribution to the public realm. It also provides for
a variety of other publicly accessible spaces, including retail and restaurant uses, and the gallery adjacent to
the western boundary.
The gallery is a multi-purpose, publicly accessible space providing a variety of occupiable spaces for
residents and visitors, centred around a food and drink premises. The gallery is set against the backdrop of
the heritage wall of the former Royal Mint site to the west, which is currently hidden from view by the
existing building on the subject site. The gallery will be setback 0.8m from the heritage wall and the space
in front of the wall will be opened up via bi-fold glass doors to reveal the wall. The heritage wall is a key
feature of the gallery space and the opportunity to expose its features to public view is considered to be a
positive outcome. The gallery also provides access to the podium level hotel lobby.
Figure 16 – Reveal of heritage Royal Mint wall from ground level Gallery

External to the site, the podium promotes and encourages an appropriate interface with adjoining
buildings, including to La Trobe Street where the podium references the horizontal lines of the
neighbouring heritage wall and the podium of Republic Tower. The proposal provides generous canopies
above the footpaths leading to the residential lobby and gallery entrances, and will enhance the pedestrian
amenity and built form integration along La Trobe Street. Vehicular access is provided at the eastern edge
of the podium, maintaining the current location adjacent to Republic Tower. The building services,
including the booster cupboard, have been effectively integrated into the building façade, and will not
result in a street frontage dominated by inactive uses.
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In accordance with policy, the proposed development will be activated by retail tenancies, residential and
hotel lobby entrances, and the video art arcade on the La Trobe Street frontage leading to the throughblock link to the rear of the site.
Figure 17 – Ground level interface to La Trobe Street

Similarly, the interface to the rear of the site is appropriately activated by the retail/restaurant tenancy
located on the laneway frontage. The through-block link and the laneway are proposed to be publicly
accessible 24/7 and it is considered that the mix of public/private pedestrian traffic will increase the safety
and activation of these spaces.
Within the podium levels, the building is proposed to be activated by communal residential facilities, hotel
facilities, a restaurant, and outdoor recreation areas including the pool and hotel sky lobby bar. The podium
incorporates windows and terraces on the northern, western and eastern elevations which will provide
passive surveillance to the public realm. This is supported.
Overall, the interface between the building and the public realm is considered to achieve an appropriately
resolved and activated outcome and is supported.

Landscaping
Landscaping is proposed throughout the development and is considered to be an integral part of the
architectural proposition. The bands of landscaped ‘skygardens’ at the podium rooftop and levels 18, 49,
and 65 act as transition points between the podium and the tower, the hotel and the apartments, and
between the mid-tower and tower crown.
Melbourne City Council commented that:
The proposed skygardens are important elements in modulating the overall form, contributing to
the overall perception of visual bulk and the elegance of the tower, as well as in providing amenity
for the building’s users. It is critical that the conditions and species selections are appropriate to
ensure viability of these gardens. Appropriate soil planting depths, design to address the specific
and varying microclimatic conditions for each part of each garden, integrated irrigation and
ongoing maintenance are all aspects requiring resolution. It is recommended that further
information be provided through appropriate expertise in horticulture and plant science to provide
confidence in this important aspect of the proposal
This view was echoed by DELWP’s Urban Design Unit, who recommended that a detailed landscaping plan
be prepared to further document the robust nature of the planting proposed, confirming that a sufficient
degree of comfort is provided to the screening and/or canopy solutions to these spaces to ensure the
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architectural concept of having these greened spaces up the tower are realised. A condition on permit will
address this.
Melbourne City Council has raised a concern with regards to the proposed removal of a street tree on La
Trobe Street and to relocate new planting further east. The well-established street tree is proposed to be
removed in order to open up view lines into the video art arcade.
Figure 18 – La Trobe Street frontage, showing relocated street tree

The applicant has contended that the proposed development, including the new street tree further east of
its original location, will provide a greater net public benefit to the city. The Department agrees with this,
although the proposed removal and relocation of the street tree will be required to be first approved by
Melbourne City Council – Manager Urban Sustainability. All costs of any removal or relocation are to be
borne by the applicant, including any payment for the amenity value of the tree to be removed. Conditions
on permit will address these matters.

Wind
The development proposal was accompanied by an Environmental Wind Assessment (prepared by MEL
Consultants and dated April 2016), an Addendum A (Podium and Terraces) (also prepared by MEL
Consultants and dated June 2016) and a Desktop Microclimate Study (prepared by Arup and dated 27 April
2016).
These reports conclude that the proposal will achieve generally acceptable wind conditions through the use
of screens (within the through-block link, the southern laneway and terraces at levels 6, 18, 49 and 65) and
canopies to the south within the adjacent public realm.
The La Trobe Street frontage is affected by Schedule 1 to the CCZ1, which requires:
•

Developments affected by Schedule 1 to the Design and Development Overlay (Active Street
Frontages – Capital City Zone) should be designed to be generally acceptable for stationary long
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term wind exposure (where the peak gust speed during the hourly average with a probability of
exceedance of 0.1% in any 22.5o wind direction sector must not exceed 10 ms-1); and
•

All other areas should be designed to be generally acceptable for short term wind exposure (where
the peak gust speed during the hourly average with a probability of exceedance of 0.1% in any
22.5o wind direction sector must not exceed 13ms-1). However, if it can be demonstrated that the
street frontage or trafficable area is only likely to be used as a thoroughfare for the life of the
development, the building interface should be designed to be generally acceptable for walking
(where the peak gust speed during the hourly average with a probability of exceedance of 0.1% in
any 22.5o wind direction sector must not exceed 16ms1).

•

Developments should not rely on street trees for wind protection.

La Trobe Street will achieve short term/walking comfort criteria, which is not consistent with the
requirements of the Melbourne Planning Scheme and is not considered to be acceptable. As per the
provisions of the CCZ1, the La Trobe Street conditions should be generally acceptable for stationary long
term wind exposure. A condition on permit will require additional testing and design work to be undertaken
in order to ensure better compliance with this requirement.
It is noted that wind barriers are proposed within the video art arcade. The applicant has advised that the
potential wind impacts within the arcade are quite specific and limited, and will only be required when
wind conditions necessitate. As the final wind mitigation measures are yet to be developed, a condition on
permit will require an integrated wind response to be developed, ensuring that the final wind solution does
not create a visual barrier or detract from the public ‘look and feel’ of the arcade.
Melbourne City Council requested a condition be included on any permit issued requiring further details
highlighting wind mitigation within the southern laneway to ensure appropriate long-term stationary wind
conditions are achieved, suitable for alfresco activities. Given that the overall success of the public realm
within the proposal relies on the usability and functionality of these spaces, the Department agrees and a
condition will therefore be included.
Further testing of the communal terraces at levels 6, 18, 49 and 65 identifies that even with tall screens,
these spaces will experience waterfront conditions for “elective recreational purposes”. While there is no
requirement in the Melbourne Planning Scheme for private terraces to achieve walking comfort criteria, it
is recommended that operable canopies be considered for the exposed northern sections of these terraces.
A condition on permit will also require this to be considered.

Overshadowing
The overshadowing analysis undertaken demonstrates that there is no significant increase in shadowing to
adjacent public spaces. This is acceptable.

Internal amenity
The proposed development will achieve a high level of internal residential amenity. The proposed
apartment layouts are well-proportioned and provide each dwelling with good access to daylight, outlook,
and natural ventilation. Each dwelling is provided with luxury fittings and finishes. No living areas or
bedrooms rely on borrowed light. The apartments range in size and are comfortably proportioned, as
follows:
•

One bedroom are between 54-56m2

•

Two bedroom apartments are between 69-217m2

•

Three bedroom apartments are between 113-243m2

•

Penthouses are 482m2
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The typical apartment layouts for the ‘premium apartments’ at levels 20-48 indicate that two dwellings per
floor (out of a total of 13) contain a ‘snorkel’ arrangement to the second bedroom. Although ‘snorkel’
arrangements are not generally encouraged (and the Better Apartments Draft Design Standards specifically
notes that bedrooms with a ‘snorkel’ will not comply with the windows standard), in this instance the
proposed arrangements are considered to be acceptable. The width of the ‘snorkel’ is generous and
provides a functional space containing a study nook. The daylight access to the bedrooms is from east or
west-facing windows and is therefore considered to provide a reasonable level of amenity.
Figure 19 – Snorkel bedrooms (apartments 5 and 13, levels 20-48)

While only the penthouses are provided with balconies or wintergardens, the proposed development
provides a generous allocation of communal recreational facilities, including a swimming pool, gym, private
dining and multi-purpose spaces, cinema rooms, several levels of external gardens and terraces, and coworking spaces. It is considered that the total amount of communal space (approximately 1,130m2) will
appropriately provide for the recreation needs of residents, allowing a generous 2.3m2 of indoor recreation
facilities and 1.7m2 of communal open space per dwelling.
Overall, the internal amenity of the proposed development will be of a high standard and is supported.

Engineering matters
Car, motorcycle and bicycle parking
The proposed development will provide a total of 281 car parking spaces, consisting of 267 resident parking
spaces and 14 spaces allocated to the residential hotel, accessed via a crossover from La Trobe Street on
the eastern boundary of the site. The proposed crossover utilises the existing crossover location which is
supported, but reduces the width of the crossover from 11m to 7m, which is a significant improvement.
The overall number of car parking spaces is less than the maximum rate allowed under the Parking Overlay.
Furthermore, the 281 spaces now proposed is a considerable reduction from the existing 560 car parking
spaces currently provided on the site, and will thereby reduce the number of traffic movements to and
from the site and improve pedestrian and cyclist amenity.
The proposed development will also provide a total of 20 motorcycle parking spaces, which exceeds the
statutory requirements of the Melbourne Planning Scheme and is appropriate.
The proposed development will provide 208 bicycle parking spaces, which exceeds the statutory
requirement of Clause 52.34 of the Melbourne Planning Scheme and is also considered to be appropriate.
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Melbourne City Council – Engineering Services has requested that a road safety audit to be undertaken in
relation to the proposed access arrangements, internal car parking layout/circulation, loading
arrangements and laneways. A condition on permit will address this.

Loading and unloading of vehicles
The proposed development provides a loading bay within level one of the basement with an area of
approximately 84m2, which satisfies the requirements of Clause 52.07 of the Melbourne Planning Scheme.
The loading area is accessed via the carpark entrance and all vehicle movements will be accommodated onsite, ensuring that vehicles can enter and exit in a forward direction. These arrangements have been
reviewed by Melbourne City Council – Engineering Services and found to be acceptable.

Waste management
The Waste Management Plan (prepared by Arup and dated April 2016) has been reviewed by Melbourne
City Council – Waste Services, who have requested that the WMP be amended to address concerns relating
to the size of the proposed compactors and swept path diagrams. A permit condition will be included to
address these concerns.

Environmentally sustainable design
An Environmentally Sustainable Design Statement (prepared by Arup and dated April 2016) outlines the
environmentally sustainable design initiatives and commitments reflected in the proposed development.
While the ESD report concludes that the performance outcomes are consistent with the objectives of
Clause 22.19 (Energy, Water and Waste Efficiency) of the Melbourne Planning Scheme, it also indicates that
the proposal may not achieve relevant ESD targets. The report notes that the proposal has the ‘preliminary
design potential’ to achieve a 5 star Green Star Multi-Unit Residential Tool rating, but the proposal is
targeted to only achieve a 4 star rating (47 weighted points). A number of possible additional measures are
outlined which would enable the proposal to achieve the 60 weighted points required to achieve a 5 star
rating, but these are noted as being challenging to the project in terms of:
•

Significant construction cost increases affecting the viability of the development. Detailed cost
modelling is underway to establish the full impact.

•

Plant and core space affecting yield and housing affordability.

•

Ongoing maintenance requirements and costs that will encumber the Owners Corporation and be
passed on to occupants.

Given the significance of this project, and in particular the additional floor area sought at a plot ratio of
29:1, this is not considered to be acceptable. In this instance it is considered appropriate to require the
proposal to achieve a 5 star Green Star rating, consistent with best practice design standards and the
objectives of Clause 22.19 of the Melbourne Planning Scheme. This will be addressed by way of a condition
on permit.
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Conclusion and Recommendation
The proposed development has been assessed against all relevant State and Local planning policies and the
decision guidelines of the zone, overlays, and particular provisions of the Melbourne Planning Scheme. The
proposal is considered to be generally consistent with all relevant policy objectives, and has adequately
responded to the opportunities and constraints of the site.
Melbourne City Council supports the application subject to conditions in relation to public access, traffic
and parking, and waste management.
The proposal will provide appropriate public amenity improvements commensurate with the additional
floor area sought above the prescribed site plot ratio of 24:1 (outlined in Amendment C262).
Overall, it is recommended that Planning Permit PA1600102 be issued for development of the land for the
construction of a multi-storey building, subject to the description and conditions described in the attached
planning permit.
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